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Abstract 
We use continuity spaces, a common refinement of posets and metric spaces, to develop a 
general theory of semantic domains which includes metric spaces and domains of cpo’s as special 
cases and provides the appropriate tools for producing new examples which may be suitable 
for modeling language constructs that occur in concurrent and probabilistic programming. Our 
proposal for a general notion of semantic domain is a symmetrically compact Y-continuity space, 
where V is a value quantale. We show that the category of symmetrically compact V-continuity 
spaces with continuous maps has many of the key properties required of a category of domains 
and that it captures, in a natural way, the traditional examples. In general, the category will not be 
Cartesian closed; however, powerdomains do exist and, by adapting a construction of Suenderhauf 
to continuity spaces, we show that they define a computational monad in the sense of Moggi. 
1. Semantic domains 
A central problem in theoretical computer science is that of constructing convenient 
categories for investigating the semantics of programming languages. The objects of 
such categories are usually called semantic domains and there is now a proliferation 
of mathematical structures which have been proposed to play this role. In the classical 
approach, introduced by Scott and Strachey [28], certain classes of partially ordered 
sets, for example o-algebraic cpo’s, serve as semantic domains. In much of the work 
[3,11,2] concerned with modeling concurrent processes and languages with nondeter- 
ministic or parallel features complete metric spaces have been used. However, neither 
of these proposals seems adequate to mode1 processes which have fairness constraints 
or for languages which involve probabilistic constructs [ 17,251. 
The goal of the present work is to use continuity spaces - a common refinement 
of posets and metric spaces - to develop a genera1 theory of semantic domains which 
includes metric spaces and domains of cpo’s as special cases and provides the appro- 
priate tools for producing new examples which may be suitable for modeling language 
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constructs that occur in concurrent and probabilistic programming. Our proposal for 
a general notion of semantic domain is asymmetrically compact V’%ontinuity space, 
where V is a value quantale - definitions are given below. We are able to show that the 
category CDom of symmetrically compact Fcontinuity spaces with continuous maps 
has the key properties ’ required of a category of domains and that it captures, in a 
natural way, the traditional examples. In general CDom will not be Cartesian closed; ’ 
however, powerdomains do exist and, by adapting a construction of Siinderhauf [33] 
to continuity spaces, we show that they define a computational monad in the sense of 
Moggi [21] and make CDom a &-model. 
The notion of value quantale generalizes the order and addition properties of the 
extended nonnegative reals. Its definition and basic properties are given in Section 2; 
key examples are discussed at the end of that section, such as the value quantale, 9: 
the extended, nonnegative reals, with the usual + (see Example 2.12). 
In general, for a value quantale V, a ccontinuity space is a quasi-metric space 
except that its distance function takes values in V, rather than the reals. The induced 
topologies and elementary “metric” properties of these are discussed in Section 3. 
Among these are the idea of dual: the space, with the distance d*, defined by 
d*(x, y) = d(y,x), and of symmetrization: the space, with the distance d” = d Vd*. In 
Section 4, the needed compactness property is defined and characterized - for example, 
a value quantale has a natural V’$ontinuity space structure over itself, and it satisfies 
our compactness property if and only if its Lawson topology is induced by d”; another 
equivalence is that the Scott topology is induced by d, and the lower topology is in- 
duced by d*. In general, a V-domain is a <continuity space for which the topology 
induced by d” is compact and Hausdorff. The section ends with the construction of 
products, sums, and tensor products. 
With the basic topological and metric properties established, examples of -tr-domains 
of interest to denotational semantics are given in Section 5. Algebraic and continuous 
cpo’s are considered, and there are short paragraphs on metric spaces and probabilistic 
domains. (In fact, each topology is induced by some V%ontinuity space, and a topology 
is induced by some <domain if and only if it is skew compact - that is, stably locally 
compact in the terminology of [13,32] - this is essentially shown in [16, 4.111.) 
Section 6 is devoted to the upper powerdomain construction and a demonstration 
of its universal property, while Section 7 is devoted to showing that if X, Y are 6 
domains, and a!(Y) is the upper powerdomain of Y, then the exponential, %(Y)x, 
exists as a <domain. 
Our work owes much to Smyth’s efforts [30,31] to use quasi-uniformities to unify 
domains and metric spaces and to Lawvere’s observations [20] on quasi-metric spaces 
and enriched category theory. Wagner [34] has also attempted to apply Lawvere’s ideas 
to denotational semantics. 
’ Fixed points for morphisms and solutions to reflexive domain equations are treated in a sequel [8] to this 
paper. 
’ An example, due to Jimmie Lawson, which shows this is given at the end of Section 4. 
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2. Value quantales 
In this section we recall the definition of a value quantale, record some elemen- 
tary properties, and describe the examples most important for the present discussion. 
A detailed treatment of these ideas, except for Example 2.15, can be found in 
[61. 
We denote the bottom element of a complete lattice V by 0, the top element by 
00 and for A a subset of V, the least upper bound of A is denoted by supA and the 
greatest lower bound of A by inf A. 
Definition 2.1. Assume V is a complete lattice. Then V is completely distributive if 
for any family {Xi,j ] j E J, k E Kj} of elements of V, 
inf SUP Xj,k = SUP inf Xj,f(j), 
iEJ kEK, f EM igJ 
where A4 = n,,, Kj. 
Definition 2.2. Assume V is a complete lattice and p,q E V. Then q is well above p, 
denoted by q + p, iff for any subset A C V, if p B inf A, then for some r E A, q 2 r. 
As an immediate consequence of the definition, we have for p, q,r in a complete 
lattice V and A C V, 
1. q +p implies q2p; and 
2. q’>q, q +p and pap’ implies q’kp’; 
3. q +inf A iff for some r E A, q + r. 
Theorem 2.3 (Raney [24]). Assume V is a complete lattice. Then V is completely 
distributive iff for all p E V, p = inf{q E V 1 q + p}. 
A fundamental result about completely distributive lattices is the following Znter- 
polation Property. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume V is a completely distributive lattice and p,q E V. Zf q k p, 
then for some r E V, q F r and r + p. 
Definition 2.5. A value distributive lattice is a completely distributive lattice V satis- 
fying the following two conditions: 
1. 00 >o. 
Note that (1) implies that co > 0, since cc = inf 0. 
The notion of value distributive lattice captures what we regard as the essential 
lattice-theoretic properties of the nonnegative real number system. To capture the es- 
sential properties of the operation of addition, we use the notion of a quantale. 
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Definition 2.6. 3 A quantale Y = ( V, < , +) consists of a complete lattice (V, < ) and 
an associative and commutative binary operation + on V satisfying: 
(ql) for all pEV, p+O= p; 
(q2) for all p E V and all families {qi}iE, of elements of V, p + infiel qi = 
inficr (P + 9i 1. 
Assume Y = (V, <, +) is a quantale. We record several simple but important con- 
sequences of the infinite distributive law (q2). 
(q3) For all p E V, p + 03 = 00. 
(q4) For all p,q,r,s E V, pdq and r>s implies p+r>q +s. 
For any p,qEV, let q 1 p=inf{rEYIp+r>q}. 
(q5) For any p E V the map- I p : V + V is left adjoint to the map_+p : V + V: 
for any q,rE V, p+r>q iff r>q 1 p. 
Theorem 2.7. Assume Y”= (V, <, +) is a quantale. Then for all p,q,r E V, 
l.q’p=OtJ-paq; 
2. p+(q L p)24; 
3. 43(p+q) L p; 
4. ((Y I q) 1 p) = (r I (q + p)) = ((r 1 p) 1 q); and 
5. (q Lr)+(r 1 p)3(q I p). 
Theorem 2.8. Assume Y= (V, <, +) is a quantale. Then for p E V and {qi}i~r a 
family of elements of V, 
P L $4’ = SFF(P L qi) and (sF?qi) I p = sFF(qi L ~1. 
Definition 2.9. A value quantale is a quantale V = (V, 6, +) such that (V, <) is a 
value distributive lattice. 
Theorem 2.10. Assume Y = (V, d, +) is a value quantale and p E V. Then 
p=l\{p+EIE+o}. 
Thus if E F p then for some 6 + 0, E + 6 + p. 
Theorem 2.11. Assume -tr = ( V, < , +) is a value quanta/e and p E V. Then 
p = inf {p + E 1 E * 0). 
Example 2.12 (The value quantale of truth values). Let 2 be the two element set 
(0, co}, where cc 3 0. Then 2 is a value distributive lattice and the operation V makes 
2 a value quantale. 
3 Our terminology is nonstandard. The usual definition of quantale (cf. [I]) requires that + distribute over 
arbitrary sup’s, 
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Example 2.13 (The value quantale of distances). Let 9 = [O,oo] be the extended 
nonnegative real numbers with the usual ordering. Then 9 is a value distributive lattice 
and the operation + makes 9 a value quantale. 
Example 2.14 (The unit interval value quanta/e). Let 0 = [0, l] be the unit interval 
with the usual ordering. Then 0 is a value distributive lattice and the operation of 
truncated addition + makes 0 a value quantale (x + y is their usual sum if this is < 1; 
otherwise, it is 1). Notice that this example essentially differs from the previous one 
only in the addition (the map x 4 x/( 1 + x) is a lattice isomorphism from 9 to 0). 
This difference has ramifications, some of which we discuss at the end of Section 4. 
Example 2.15 (The value quantale of errors). Let 8= [0, l]“P be the unit interval with 
the opposite of the usual ordering. Then d is a value distributive lattice and the oper- 
ation @ : d x d --f d defined by a @ b = max{a + b - 1,O) makes 6 a value quantale. 
Katz [14] discusses how this example provides a model for the logic of errors. Here 
b 1 a = min{b + (1 - a), l}, which is Lukasiewicz implication of many-valued logic. 
Note that & is isomorphic to the value quantale II via the map x I+ (1 - x). 
Further key value quantales arise as particular cases of the following general con- 
struction, which is not discussed in [6]. 
Construction 2.16. Assume L is a continuous lattice in which I # T. Let A = A(L) = 
{x E L 1 x < T}, where < denotes the way-below relation on L. Then IE A and if 
a,b E A, then avb E A. Also assume V is a value distributive lattice. Let Jke = A[& V] 
denote the set of monotone maps cp : A + V such that cp(l) = 0, with the pointwise 
partial ordering. J%’ is then a complete lattice with sup’s of arbitrary subsets and inf’s 
of nonempty subsets computed pointwise. Call cp : A + V left-continuous if for all 
SEA, cp(a) = A a<<b cp(b) and let V = Q?[L, V] = {cp E .M 1 cp is left-continuous}. Then 
% is an inf-closed subset of J%‘, so %? is complete and the inclusion j : %? 4 A? has a 
left-adjoint o: &’ -+ 59, given by (ocp)(a) = AaKb cp(b), for all a E A. For cp E & and 
*Eg,ocp<**V(P$, ocP=l\{$3cPIIC/E~), and for {~i}i~~ an indexed family 
in q, r\z, Vi = r\$ Vi and Vz, Vi = oV$ Vi. 
For a E A and p E V, define 
{ 
0 ifx=I, 
(Pa&) = p if x #_L 4% x < a, 
co otherwise. 
Then (P~,~ E V and for a E A, p E V, and cp E g, the following properties are satisfied: 
(a) p>cp(a) implies (P~,~~(P; 
(b) P *~(a) implies (P~,~ k cp; 
64 cp = Ap+,++) (P~,~; and 
(d) cp + 0 iff for some a and some p + 0, rp>cp,,. 
From (b) and (c), it follows that 55’ is completely distributive and from (d) and the fact 
that A is a sup-semilattice, it follows that $5’ is a value distributive lattice (Theorem 
2.4 arises from our assumption that I #T in L). 
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Now suppose that V is a value quantale and * : L x L 4 L is a binary operation 
on L such that (L,t, T) is a commutative monoid and for any a E L, the function 
a * _ : L + L preserves sups and the way-below relation; that is, any indexed family 
{bi)iEI in 4 ~2 * ViEI bi = ViEZ( a * bi), and whenever b << b’, then a * b << a sr b’. 
Then * : A x A + A and since T = T t T = (VaKT a) t (V,,, a) = V&u* a), 
for each a EA there is an a’ EA such that a <a’+ a’. 
Define elements cp + II/ and [rp; $1 of 4!, for cp, II/ E J.&’ by 
(cp + $)(a) = A (44x) + 4YY)) and [cp;til@) = V WC4 L q(v)). 
a<x*y .X<y*ll 
Clearly, + is monotone, commutative and associative, 0 is a unit for +, and a simple 
calculation shows that for cp, $,x E JZY, cp + x 2 $ @ x >, [cp; $1. Moreover, if cp, Ic/ E V’, 
then cp + Ic/ E 59. Since, as mentioned earlier in this example, for cp E 4 and II/ E %?, 
ocp d II/ % cp 6 $, cp L II/ = o[\cI; cp], for cp, rl/ E V, and (q2) follows from this adjointness 
(see [lo, 0.3.3]), so (q, +) is a value quantale. 
The following special cases illustrate this construction: 
(a) Value quantales of subsets. Assume K is a nonempty set and let T(K) = 
%?[(B(K),*),2], where 9(K) is partially ordered by C, * : 9(K) x S(K) + B(K) 
is binary intersection, n, and 2 is the value quantale of truth values. Here A is the 
collection of finite subsets of K. If we identify cp:A + 2 with the set {F E A 1 q(F) = 
0}, then qcT(K) iff cp is an order ideal of finite subsets of K; that is: 
(1) 0 E cp and 
(2) F E cp and G C F implies G E rp. 
Alsocpd*iffcp>*;cp+~=cpn~;andcp~OiffthereisafinitesubsetFofK 
suchthat ~~C~={GEAIG~F}. 
(b) Value quanta/es of fuzzy subsets. Again let K be a nonempty set. Let A(K) = 
q[(ZK, *), 21, where t : ZK x ZK -+ ZK is defined by (f * g)(k) = max{ f (k) + g(k) - 
1,O). Here A consists of the collection of functions f : K + [0, 1) such that the 
support of f, S, = {k E K 1 f(k) > 0}, is finite. If we again identify cp : A-+ 2 with 
the set {f E A 1 cp( f) = 0}, then cp E A(K) iff cp is a round order ideal; i.e., 
(1) cp # 0; 
(2) f E q and gQ f implies g E cp; and 
(3) for all f E cp there is a g E cp such that f < g. 
AlsocpQ~iffcp>~;cp+~={g*hIg~cp&h~II/};andcp~Oiffthereisanf EA 
such that cp G 1 = {g E A 1 g < f }. Finally, note that for f E A and 4 E A(K), { + $I 
iff f E& 
(c) Value quantales of distance distributions. Let A = %?[W’,&], where 9 is the 
value quantale of distances and d is the value quantale of errors. Here A = (0, OO]~* 
and cp : A + & is in A il? 
(1) cp(oo) = 1 and 
(2) for all x E (0, m), V(X) = su~~<~ V(Y). 
We can therefore identify A with the set of functions cp : [O,oo) + [0, l] such 
that for all x E [0, oc)), cp(x) = supy_ q(y). Also cp<$ iff for all X, +)a$(~); 
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(cp + ti)(x) = sup .+,<x(cp(u) + $(a) - 1); and cp > 0 iff there is an E E (0,l) such that 
for all x, cp(x) < &), where 
3. Continuity spaces 
We assume in this section that V=( V, 6, +) is a value quantale. 
Definition 3.1. A -ylcontinuity space is a pair X= (X,d) consisting of a set X and a 
function d : X x X --) V satisfying the following conditions: 
1. for all x E X, d(x,x) = 0; and 
2. for all x,y,z EX, d(x,z)+d(z,y)ad(x,y). 
If X=(X, d) is a Ykontinuity space, then the dual of X is the pair X* = (X, d*), 
where for all x, y E X, d*(x, y) = d(y,x) and the symmetrization of X is the pairXS = 
(X,dS), where for all x, y E X, dS(x, y) = d(x, y) V d(y,x). It easily follows that X* 
and XS are Y’kontinuity spaces. 
There is a natural topology on a Vcontinuity space X = (X,d),which is defined in 
a way completely analogous to the definition of the metric topology on a metric space. 
For x E X and E E V the open ball of radius E about x is the set BE(x) = {y E X 1 E + 
d(x, y)} and the closed ball of radius E about x is the set N,(x) = {y E X 1 E 2 d(x, y)}. 
For A a subset of X, B,[A] = UxEA B,(x) and N,[A] = U,,, N,(x). A subset U of X 
is open in X if for all x E U there is an E + 0 such that B,(x) C U. We write rd for 
the collection of all open subsets of the Ykontinuity space X = (X,d). Td is easily 
seen to be a topology on X, which is called the induced topology on X. We call the 
induced topology on X* the dual topology on X and the induced topology on X^” the 
symmetric topology on X. For A a subset of X, we write cl(A) for the closure of 
A in the induced topology, *-cl(A) for the closure of A in the dual topology, and s- 
cl(A) for the closure of A in the symmetric topology. Similar notations will be used for 
other familiar topological notions. In particular, we say that a function is symmetrically 
continuous if it is continuous with respect to the symmetric topologies. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume X=(X,d) is a Y-continuity space. 
(1) For each subset U of X, U is open in the induced topology tff for every x E U 
there is an E + 0 such that N,(x) c U. 
(2) For all x E X, {BE(x) 1 E + 0) and {NE(x) ] E + 0}, are neighborhood buses at 
x in the induced topology, the first consisting of open sets. Also for each p E V, the 
dual closed ball N,*(x) is closed in the induced topology. 
(3) For each subset A of X, cl(A) = nEFO B:[A] = {y 1 inf,,A d(y,x) = 0). 
Proof. To see (1 ), first assume U is open; if x E U then for some E + 0, B,(x) C U; 
further, there is some 6 + 0 such that E + 6. But then No C BE(x) C U. The converse 
is immediate from the fact that for each x E U, E + 0, x E B,(x) G N,(x). 
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For (2), if y E&(X), E + 0, then E + d(x, y), so for some 6 + 0, E t 6 + d(x, y). 
If z E Bs(y), then E + d(x, y) + 6 Z d(x, y) + d(y,z) ad(x,z), so z E B,(x), showing 
that &(y) LB,(x), and so B,(x) is open. Also, if y $! N,*(x), then d(y,x) 6 p, so 
by Theorem 2.10, for some E > 0, d(y,x) & p + E. Now if d(y,z)<s, then by the 
triangle inequality, d(z,x) 6 p; as a result, NE(y) CX -N,*(x), so the latter is open, 
showing N,*(x) to be closed. 
For (3), by (2), cl(A) = {Y If or each E + 0, &(Y) nA # 0) = n,,,@I4 C{Y I 
inf&A d(y,x) = 0); but if inf,EA d(y,x) = 0, then by definition of +, for all E + 0 
there is an x EA such that d(y,x) 6 E. 0 
In the first notion of continuity space (in [15]), the lattice corresponding to V’ need 
not be complete, and the idea of E + 0 is replaced by “E is positive”, where the set P 
of positives is simply required to be a filter such that for each u E V, v = inf {u+c 1 E E 
P}, and for each E E P there is a 6 E P such that 6 + 6 d E. The theories are usually 
parallel, but completion theory is much more difficult for the [ 151 continuity spaces, 
since the equation d(limxd, lim yd) = limd(xd, yd) needed for completion depends on 
the completeness of V as well as that of X. A second difference is that the implication 
inf&4 d(y,x) = 0 + y E cl(A) depends strongly on our use of the well above relation, 
+, and fails even when it is replaced by the way above relation of dual continuous 
lattices (for example, if y = (O,O), A = ((0, l), (l,O)}, X = [0, l] x [0, 11, Y is the com- 
pletely distributive lattice [0, 001 x [0, co], P = (0,001 x (0, co] (the elements way above 
O), and 4(6w),ky)) = (1~ -xl, b - yl>, then y $ cl(A), but inf,EAd(y,x) = 0). 
Lemma 3.3. Assume X = (X,d) is a <continuity space. The sets of the form U f~ W, 
where U is open and W is *-open, form a basis for the symmetric topology and so 
the symmetric topology on X is the join of the induced and the dual topologies on X. 
Proof. Since for x E X and E + 0, B:(x) C B,(x) n B:(x), any set of the form U n W, 
where U is open and W is *-open is s-open. Suppose U is s-open and x E U. Choose 
E + 0 so that B:(x) 5 U. Choose E’ + 0 so that E k- E’. Then x E BEI(x)nS C B;(x) 
and &t(x) is open and B,*,(x) is *-open. 0 
Recall for use below that the specialization order on a topological space (X,r), 
denoted by 6,, is defined by: x <Ty iff x E cl(y). Then <, is always reflexive and 
transitive, and it is a partial order on X iff X is To. Many of our results are strictly 
bitopological; i.e., they pertain to the space with two topologies, (X, rd, rd*), rather than 
the particular distance function that induces these two topologies. Bitopological spaces 
have been studied since the early 1960’s, and are discussed, using the same terminology 
that we use, in [ 161, particularly Sections 2 and 3. The “best” bitopological spaces, 
those analogous to compact Hausdorff topological spaces, are the join compact spaces: 
those (X, r, z* ) which satisfy the following conditions: 4 
1. the symmetric topology of (X, r, r* ), Zs = r V T*, is compact and To; 
2. (X, Z, z*) is pairwise weakly symmetric, i.e., < ;’ = < ?* ; and 
4 See [16, 2.11, where all the standard separation axioms are given bitopological versions. 
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3. (X, z,z*) is pseudo-HausdorfS: if x $ cl(y), then there are U E r and V E r* so 
that x E U, y E V, and U fl V = 0. 
A bitopological space (X, r, r* ) is regular if whenever x E T, T open, then there is an 
open set U and a *-closed set C such that x E U C C C T. As a result of Lemma 3.2(3), 
for a <continuity space (X, d), x < ,y @ d(x, y) = 0, and this yields that for <contin- 
uity spaces, (X, rd, rd* ) is pairwise weakly symmetric. The next result is the analog for 
continuity spaces of the familiar result that metric topologies are HausdorlI and regular. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume X = (X,d) is a 9’kontinuity space. Then: 
1. (X, Td, Td’ ) is pseudo-HausdorfJ: 
2. (X, Zd, Zd* ) is regular. 
Proof. Indeed, every regular bitopological space is pseudo-Hausdorl? for if x @ cl{ y}, 
then x E X\cl{y}, an open set, so there is an open set U and a *-closed set C such 
that x E U G C CX\cl{y}; but then x E U, y E cl(y) & X\C, the latter set is *-open 
and U n (X\C) = 0. 
It remains to show that (X, rd, rd’ ) is regular. Assume x E T. Then there is an E + 0 
such that B,(x) & T. Choose 6 + 0 so that E + 6. Then x E BB(x) &NJ(X) &B,(x) C T; 
by Lemma 3.2(l), &(x) is open, and by Lemma 3.2(l) applied to d*, Ns(x) is 
*-closed, as required. 0 
Lemma 3.5 (cf., Ktinzi and Btimmer [ 18, Lemma 1 of Section 31). Assume 5? = (X,d) 
is a -tr-continuity space, 9 is a filter on X and x is a ?-limit point for .9? Then for 
any y E X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Y E cl(x); 
(2) y is a z-limit point of F, 
(3) y is a z-cluster point of 5 
Proof. Clearly, (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3). To see that (3) implies (l), suppose 
y @ cl(x). By Lemma 3.4, choose an open set U and a *-open set V such that y E U, 
x E V, and U n V = 0. Since x is a rs limit point of 9, V E E Hence y is not a 
r-cluster point of 97 0 
We now consider a number of basic operations on continuity spaces, which are 
needed to build up complex data types from primitive ones. First note that V itself 
can be regarded as a YQontinuity space with dv(p,q) = q l p for p, q E V, where 
- is the left-adjoint to + described in Section 2. Below, when we refer to -tr as a 
<continuity space we mean with respect to the distance described in this paragraph. 
Notice that for p,r E V, W(p) = {q 1 dv(p,q)<r} = {q 1 q < p + r} =L (p + r), 
therefore <& = b , by Theorem 2.10. 
The Cartesian product of two V-continuity spaces X = (X, d) and %Y = (Y,d) is 
X x 57 = (X x Y,d,), where 
d,((xl,yl),(x2,y2)) = d(xl,x2)Vd(yi,y2). 
X x 9Y has the familiar universal property. 
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ThecoproductofE=(X,d)and~=(Y,d)isX@?V=(XljY,d~), whereXljY 
is the disjoint union of X and Y and for x, y E X lj Y, 
1 
~x(x,_Y) ifx,y EX 
d&x,y) = d~(x,y) if x,y E Y, 
00 otherwise. 
There are several distinct notions of function space for continuity spaces, depending 
on what we choose for morphisms between them. We consider nonexpansive maps in 
this section and discuss continuous maps later, when we have developed some of the 
required tools. 
A map f : X + Y between flcontinuity spaces X and Y is nonexpansive if for 
all x1,x2 E X, d,&l,x2)2dy(f (x1), f(x2)). The space of nonexpansive maps from 
!X=(X,d) to ?l=(Y,d) is the pair [X ~SV]=([X~-t],dl,~I,rl), where [XAY] 
is the collection of all nonexpansive maps from 55 to g and for f, g E [X A Y], 
d[~I,y](f,g) = sup{dr(f(x),g(x))]x E X}. ([% -5 q/l,dl,I,~l) is a *continuity 
space. Unless + = V, [!Z” L %] need not be the exponential in the category of ~6 
continuity spaces with nonexpansive maps; however, it will be a useful tool in solving 
reflexive domain equations. 
The tensor product, of two <continuity spaces 57 = (X, d) and g = (Y,d) is 
%@g=(X@Y,d@), whereX@Y=X x Y and 
d&(xl,yl),(x2,Y2)) = 4x1,x2) + d(yl,y2). 
X@Y also satisfies a natural universal property. Call a map f : X x Y --+ 2 separately 
nonexpansive if for each x E X, the function y -+ f (x, y) is nonexpansive from Y 
to Z and for each y E Y,the function x + f (x, y) is nonexpansive from X to Z. 
The identity map I : X x Y -+ X ~3 Y is clearly separately nonexpansive. Moreover, 
for any separately nonexpansive map f : X x Y -+ Z there is a unique nonexpansive 
map i; : X @ Y -+ Z (namely, f itself) such that f = _? o I. In the category of 
V-continuity spaces with nonexpansive maps, % 8 - is left-adjoint to [%” -!+ -I. We 
therefore obtain a symmetric monoidal closed category. 
4. Vdomains 
A V%ontinuity space .F = (X, d) is a said to be ra if d(x, y) = 0 and d( y,x) = 0 
imply x = y, for all x, y E X. This condition is, by the remark before Lemma 3.4, 
easily seen to be equivalent to the requirement that the induced topology on % be TO 
and to the requirement that the symmetric topology on X be 2’2, that is HausdorlI. 
Definition 4.1. Assume (X,d) is a 9Qontinuity space. Then X is called a %domain 
if it is TO and compact in its symmetric topology. 
By Lemma 3.4 and the discussion preceding it, if (X, d) is a <domain, then (X, rd, 
rd*) is join compact. The topologies that arise from V-domains (those which are in 
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join compact bitopological spaces) form an important class, and have been studied in a 
number of different guises. They can be represented as compact pospaces [lo], stably 
locally compact spaces [32], complete quasi-proximity spaces [9], or skew compact 
spaces [16]. Mike Smyth, in [31], seems the first to explicitly consider these spaces 
as semantic domains. We prove several basic properties of these spaces which will be 
useful in the sequel. Note that since X is a Fdomain iff X* is, the duals of these 
results are also valid. Slightly less apparent, but also true is that the duals of join com- 
pact spaces are join compact; the only one of the four conditions in their definition that 
does not clearly hold for the dual is the pseudo-Hausdorff condition, but if (X, r, r* )
is pseudo-Hausdorff and pairwise weakly symmetric, and x 6 *-cl(y) then y $Z cl(x), 
so there are open T and *-open U such that x E U and y E T, showing that (X, z*, z) 
is pseudo-Hausdorff. 
A subset A of X is saturated if x E A and x < Ty imply y E A, for all x, y E X. 
An open subset of X is, of course, saturated. In a continuity space (X,d), we denote 
the specialization order by <d and note that for all x,y, by Lemma 3.2(3) applied to 
A = {y}, X6dy iff d(x,y) = 0. 
Proposition 4.2. Assume 9” = (X,d) is a <domain and A is a subset of X. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) A is *-closed. 
(2) A is symmetrically closed and saturated. 
(3) A is compact and saturated. 
Proof. Clearly, any *-closed subset of X is saturated. Thus (1) implies (2) follows 
from the fact that z* C rs. 
Since (X,7’) is compact (3) follows immediately from (2). 
Assume A is compact and saturated, and x $Z A. By Lemma 3.4, for each a E A 
we can choose an open set U, and a *-open set V, such that a E U,, x E V,, and 
U, n V, = 8. Since A is compact, finitely many of the Us’s cover A, say U,, , . . , U,“. 
Then x E V,, n . . . n F& LX \ A. Hence A is *-closed and (3) implies (1). 0 
Lemma 4.3 (cf., Kopperman [16, 3.51). All join compact spaces are regular. 
Proof. Suppose x E T, T open. If a $2 T then x # cl(a), so we can choose V, open 
and U, *-open such that a E U,, x E V,, and U, n V, = 8. Then {Ua}aE~ is an 
open cover of X \ T, which is s-compact by definition of join compact space, thus 
*-compact, and so has a finite subcover, say {U,,, . . . , Ua,}. Then V = V,, n . . n V,,t 
is open and U = U,, U.. . U Uan is *-open, and x E V CX\U G T, showing regularity. 
A bitopological space (X, z, r*) is normal if whenever A is a *-closed subset of X, 
B is a closed subset of X, and A n B = 8, then there is an open set U and a *-open 
set V such that A C: U, B C: V, and U n V = 0. Unsurprisingly, though not every 
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C continuity space is normal, join compactness also yields that regularity implies 
normality (cf. [16, 3.51). 
Proposition 4.4. Every join compact space, thus each Y-domain, is normal. 
Proof. Let A be *-closed, B be closed, and A n B = 0. By the regularity of the join 
compact space (X, z*, z), for each b E B there is an open set ub and a *-open set Vb such 
thatACUg,bEF$,,andUbn&=&Then{V} 6 &B is a *-open cover of B, which, by 
the *-compactness Of B, has a finite subcover, { Vb, . . , vb,}. Then u = ub, n. . . n ub, 
and V = Vb, LJ... U vb, are the required sets. 0 
We use the following standard notation for (X, z) a topological space, x E X and 
A cx: TX = {y (xdsy}, IX = {y ( yd,x}, f(A) = UxEA TX, and 1 (A) = UxEA Lx. 
Lemma 4.5 (cf., Siinderhauf [33, Lemma 41, and Kopperman [16, 3.11). Assume X 
and Y are Cdomains, f :X + Y is continuous, and A is a symmetrically closed subset 
of X. Then *-cl(f[A]) =r f[A]. 
Proof. Since A is symmetrically closed, it is symmetrically compact and so compact. 
Hence f[A] is compact. It follows easily that r f[A] is compact saturated and so by 
Lemma 4.2, Tf[A] is *-closed. Thus *-clf[A] C Tf[A]. But *-clf[A] is saturated and 
contains f[A], so also rf[A] C *-clf[A]. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Assume 25 =(X,d) is a <domain. For any directed subset D of X, ‘,I D 
exists and, regarded as a net, D converges to VD in the symmetric topology. 
Proof. Since D is a directed, the set {U fl D 1 U E z & U fl D # 8) is a filter base. Let 
B be an ultrafilter containing this filter base. Since (X,?) is compact, there is an x 
such that x=? - 1imF. By Lemma 3.5, cl(x) is the set of z-limit points of 9. Each 
d E D is a T-limit point of 9, so x is an upper bound for D. Since DE 9, x E cl(D) and 
so x is the least upper bound of D. Since XE cl(D), D converges to x in the induced 
topology. Since x is an upper bound for D, D converges to x in the dual topology. By 
Lemma 3.3, D converges to x in the symmetric topology. q 
Recall that a poset (X, <) is a directed complete partial order (dcpo) if every directed 
subset of X has a supremum. The open sets of the Scott topology on a dcpo (X,6) 
are the saturated subsets U G X which are inaccessible from below: for any directed 
subset D of X, if v D E U, then Dn U # 0. The lower topology on X is the topology 
generated by the sets of the form X\ T(x), x E X. The Lawson topology on X is the 
join of the Scott and the lower topologies on X. We denote the Scott topology on X 
by ax, the lower topology on X by WX, and the Lawson topology on X by 2~. 
Proposition 4.7. Assume f.? = (X,d) is a Y-domain. Then the induced topology on 
(X,d) is contained in the Scott topology on (X,<,) and the lower topology on (X, <d) 
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is contained in the dual topology on (X,d). Moreover, if f : X + Y is a continuous 
,function between %domains Xand Y, then f is Scott continuous. 
Proof. Since any r-open set is saturated, r C cr follows from Lemma 4.6. Since for 
any x E X, *-cl(x) =T (x), w C r*. 
Assume f : X + Y is a continuous function between <domains X and Yand let 
D be a directed subset of X with x = v D. Since f is monotone, f(x) is an upper 
bound for f [D]. Suppose y is also an upper bound for f [D]. Assume f(x) E U, 
where U is open in Y. Then x E f -'( U) and this set is open and hence Scott open in 
X. Consequently, there is a d ED n f -'(Cl). It follows that f(d) E U and so y E il. 
Hence f(x) < y and so f(x) = V f [D]. 0 
Let CDom denote the category with objects the *domains and morphisms the 
functions which are continuous relative to the induced topologies. CDom is our can- 
didate for a general category of semantic domains. 
To prove that CDom is closed under elementary type forming operations, it is 
convenient to use an alternative characterization of <domains. 
A net (x).);,~/I in a <continuity space X is Cauchy if for every E + 0 there exists a 
i-0 such that for all p, v > 3 , &a, E 3d(xP,x,). X is complete if every Cauchy net in X has 
a limit in the symmetric topology on X. 5 Cauchy completeness in continuity spaces 
and its relationship to natural order theoretic notions of completeness are studied in [5]. 
X is totalZy bounded if for all E + 0 there is a finite F &X such that X = U,,, N,“(y). 
The proof of the next result is just a translation of the usual argument for the 
corresponding result on uniform spaces; see, e.g., [4, p. 3391. 
Theorem 4.8. Assume 35 = (X,d) is a TO flcontinuity space. Then X is a <domain 
ifsX is complete and totally bounded. 
Proof. Necessity is clear, so we only consider sufficiency. 
Assume X is complete and totally bounded. Suppose .F is a family of symmetrically 
closed subsets of X having the finite intersection property. Extend 9 to an ultrafilter %!. 
Suppose E + 0. Choose 6 + 0 such that E 326. Choose a finite subset F CX such that 
x = UyQ N:(y). Then for some y E F, N:(y) E $2. Also for x,z EN!(y), d”(x,z) d E. 
Hence for any E + 0, there is an A E 42 such that E >diam(A), where diam(rl) = 
sup{d%, y) Ix, Y E A}. 
For each A E %!, let XA be some element of A. We regard {x~}A~a as a net with 
index set %, partially ordered by reverse inclusion. Suppose E t 0. Choose A E Uu 
such that E >diam(A). Then for all BI, BZ E 42 such that Bl, B2 CA, XB, x& E A, so 
~>d~(xB~,x~~). It follows that {xA}A~~~ is a Cauchy net. Let x = tS - limxA. Then 
x~nP, and so nP is not empty. It follows that X is symmetrically compact. 0 
5 For each c > 0, let D, = {(x, y) E X x X 1 E + d”(x, y)}. Th e f amily {DB}C+o is a base for a uniformity, 
3”“, on X and the uniform topology generated by VS is the symmetric topology on 5. X is complete in 
the sense just described iff the uniform space (X, V’) is complete. 
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Not every value quantale Y is a <domain. But it is easy to characterize those 
which are: 
Theorem 4.9. (1) Every value quantale V is a complete Vkontinuity space. 
(2) Given a value quantale V, the following are equivalent: 
(a) Y is a V-domain. 
(b) rdr is the lower topology WV and Td; is the Scott topology CTY; 
(c) Ed; is the Lawson topology Ay, 
(d) Y is totally bounded. 
Proof. (1) Suppose (xih)nE,t is an Cauchy net in “K and let y=supvEn inf,>, x~; we 
complete the proof by showing that y = limi,Enxl.. If E + 0, choose v E A so that if 
vdA,,u then d”,(x,,xi.)de. Then X~ 1 xi d E, so xfl <xi. + E, and since i B v is arbitrary, 
xp< infi.>,(xn+s) = (infAayxl)+s<y+s. By the symmetry of d”, x~~<x,+E as well, 
so yd ~up~~,,x~<x~++. By the last two sentences if vdp, X~ l yds and y i x,<E, 
thus d”( y,x,) d E, and by the arbitrary nature of E t 0, we’re done. 
(2) For (a) + (b), note that by Proposition 4.7 applied to Y and “Y*, which is also 
a *domain, rdy G a(rop) and rd+, 2 o(v). But, since ‘%“’ is completely distributive, 
rr(Y’P)=w(Y) (see [lo, Sections VII.2.9, 111.1.6 and 111.3.201). Consequently, rdr = 
o(v). Similarly, rd;. = g(v). 
(b) + (c) because i = cr V 0 = 7: V Td = r&. (c) + (d) since the Lawson 
topology on a continuous lattice is compact (see [ 10, Section III. 1 .lO]) and each sym- 
metrically compact Ykontinuity space is totally bounded, and (d) + (a) by (1) and 
Theorem 4.8. 0 
Remark 4.10. Each of the characterizations of <domains given in Theorem 4.9 has 
a fairly straightforward interpretation in terms of +. For example: 
Since in ‘Yk”, Nd; (x) =T (x 1 E) and Ndv (x) =i (x + E), rd; is the Scott topology 
cry iff 
(Vx E Y, E k 0)(3 finite F)(x $JF&Y =T (x 1 6)U j, F) 
and rdy- is the lower topology WY, 
(Vx E ^Y-, E + 0)(3 finite G)(x @T G&Y =I (x + &)U T G). 
These two can be combined to obtain the Lawson topology, and an interpretation 
which involves I , but what may be simpler is that rd;* is the Lawson topology, 
iv, iff 
(Vx E Y, E + 0)(3 finite F, G)(x @lFU T G&Y = [x 1 E,X + E]U JFU T G). 
Finally, Y is totally bounded if and only if 
(VE k- 0)(3 finite X 5 Y)(Vv E Y)(3x E X)(x<v + a)&(v<x + e). 
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Remark 4.11. Based on Theorem 4.9, we would not expect all of the value quantales 
introduced in Theorem 2.11 and Examples 2.12-2.15 to be totally bounded. In fact, 
G3 is clearly not: indeed, E + 0 iff E > 0, and if F is a finite set whose largest finite 
element is g, then lJjEF NE(f) C[O,g + E] U {KI} # [O,oo]. Neither is A, as shown by 
the following example taken from [29]: For n E N, define $n by 
hdx> = 
{ 
0 if x<n, 
1 ifx>n. 
Then & E A and since for E E (0, l), (Pi >,d”,(cp,$) iff for all U,D such that u > E, 
rp(u)d$(u + v) + E and $(u><cp(u + u) + E, for all n # m, cp.5 & dj(&,, &). Hence 
{I/J,,},, has no convergent subsequence and consequently A is not totally bounded. 
On the other hand, 2, 0 and d are totally bounded since the first is finite, and for E > 0 
the others are covered by the finite set {N,((2k+ 1)~) 10<(2k+ l).s< 1). To complete 
this discussion, we need sufficient conditions for the (8 of Construction 2.16 to be totally 
bounded. Call L *-bounded if for all c EA, there are finitely many elements ai,. . . , a, 
such that for all SEA there is an i~{l,...,n} such that c*a<ai and c*ai<a. 
Theorem 4.12. Assume V is a value quantale, L is a continuous lattice and * : 
L x L + L is a binary operation on L such that (L, *, T) is a commutative monoid and 
for any a E L, the function a *_ : L -+ L preserves sup’s and the way-below relation. 
If ‘ST is totally bounded, and L is +-bounded, then %?[L, V] is totally bounded. 
Proof. Assume cp E %? and cp + 0. Let c E A and p E V be such that p + 0 and 
cp 2 (P~,~. Choose c’ E A and p’ E V so that c <c’* c’, p 2 p’ + p’ and p’ + 0. 
Let a 1,. . ,a, E A be such that for all a E A there is an i E { 1,. . . ,n} such that 
c’*a<ai and c’*ai<a and qi , . . . , qm E Y be such that for all q E V” there is a j E 
{l,...,m} such that p’+qj>q and p’+q>,qj. For each $E%?, let f =f$ : {l,...,n} + 
11 , . . . ,m} be a function such that for each i E { 1,. . ,n}, p’ + qf(i) > $(c’+ ai) and 
p’ + $(c’*ui)>qf(i). We will show that if fe = fI, then 
(*) (p+$>x and cp+x>Ic/. 
Total boundedness clearly follows. We now show the first inequality; the second then 
results by interchanging $ and x. 
Notice that in general, p + $ >x @ Vx, y, p(x) + $(y) 3x(x*y); for p = (pc,+ we 
see that this last condition, (thus (*)) follows from the condition 
(**) p + $(u)bX(c*u) for all u E A. 
So let a E A and choose i so that c’* a <a, and c’* ai <a. Then 
p + $(a) 3 p’ + p’ + Ic/(c’* ai) 3 p’ + qf(i) 3 X(C’ * ai) 
b X(c’*c’*a)2:X(c*u). 0 
Theorem 4.13. Assume that X = (X, d) and Oy = (Y, d) are <domains. Then X x Y, 
X @C JY, X @ 03, and [X L “Y] are ?‘-domains. 
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Proof. We only consider [XL g], leaving the rest to the reader. It is easily seen that 
[XL g/l is TO. Since Cauchy nets in [X A Y] are uniformly convergent, they have 
pointwise limits. If f is the pointwise limit of the net fd E [FE’ A CiY], d E D, we need 
only show f E [X A Y]: This holds because for each x, y E X and each E F 0, we can 
find some 6 >- 0 such that E >- 26 and then some d E D so that dfXAqyl(f, fd)<6; 
then d(f(x),f(y))dds(f(x),fd(x))+d(fd(x),fd(y))+ds(fd(y),f(y))~6+d(x,y)+ 
66d(x, y) + E, and we are done by the arbitrary nature of E. To complete the proof, 
we must show total boundedness, and for this, if E + 0, find 6 + 0 so that E t 46. 
Because X and Y are both totally bounded, we can find xi,, . .,x, E X so that for 
each x E X there is an i 6m such that ds(x,xi) < 6, and yl,. , y, E Y so that for 
each y E Y there is an i <n such that dS(y, yi) < 6. If k is any of the finite set of 
maps from { 1,. . . , m} to { 1,. . . , n} and there is any f E [X A Y] for which, for each 
i < m, d”(f (xi), yk(i)) d 6, let fk be such. For each g E [X L Y] there is a k for which 
for each i<m, ds(g(xi), yk(i)) 66. We show that E + 46>ds,~,,,(f&g): for each 
x E X, there is an i<m so that ds(x,xi) <6; then dS(g(x), fk(x)) <d$(g(x),g(xi)) + 
ds(g(xi)syk(i)) + ds(yk(+fk(xi)) + d”(fk(xi),fk(x))Gds(x,xi) + 6 + 6 + ds(xi,x)d46, 
as required. q 
Theorem 4.14. For -tr = 2, 0, b, T(K), or A(K), V itself is a V-domain. 
Proof. In Remark 4.11 this was shown for 2, 0, and 8. By Theorem 4.12, it will 
suffice to prove the +-boundedness of L for the remaining cases. Thus suppose ?” = 
A(K). First recall that c E A (i.e., c < T) iff c(k) = 0 except for a finite set F 2 K, 
and for k E F, c(k) < 1. Suppose that (n - 1)/n > c(k) whenever k E F, and for 
h : F --f {O,...,n - l}, define 
WYn if k E F, 
ah(k) = 
0 otherwise. 
For a E A, choose h so that if k E F then [ah(k) - a(k)1 < l/n. Then for k E F, 
(c+a)(k)<(a(k) - l/n) v O<ah(k) and (c+ah)(k)d(ah(k) - l/n) V Oda(k), and oth- 
erwise, (c+ah)(k) = Oda(k) and (c+a)(k) = O<ah(k), showing the required inequal- 
ities. The proof for T(K) is similar. 0 
Unfortunately, in general, <Dam will not be Cartesian closed. Jimmie Lawson 
provided us with the following simple example to show that I-Dom is not be Cartesian 
closed. Let X be a sequence converging to a point, and Y and Z be the unit interval 
with its usual metric. Then X, Y and 2 are O-domains. It is rather direct to see that 
the evaluation function evxrz : [X x Y + Z] -+ [X + [Y -+ Z]] is a bijection 
(a necessary condition for Cartesian-closedness) if and only if [Y -+ Z] is endowed 
with the topology of continuous convergence, which is the compact-open in this case. 
This topology on [Y --f Z] is Hausdorff, but not compact, so [Y + Z] is not a O- 
domain. 
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5. Some examples 
By the appropriate choice of a value quantale, V, the traditional notions of domain 
can be captured as <domains. 
Pose& We illustrate how domains of cpo’s can be included in our general theory by 
considering two examples: algebraic cpo’s and continuous cpo’s. Two remarks should 
be made in connection with these constructions. First, in the case of continuous cpo’s 
the value quantales obtained are a bit complex; however, the point here is simply 
to show that our theory is rich enough to include all continuous cpo’s with compact 
Lawson topology. Second, although it appears that the value quantales obtained de- 
pend on the particular (continuous or algebraic) cpo, they really depend only on the 
cardinality of the base. Thus, for example, we can capture all Scott domains with the 
single value quantale r( N ). 
We make a cpo X into a T(K)-continuity space, .!Zr = (X,dr), where K is the set 
of compact elements of X, by requiring for x, y E X and F a finite subset of K, 
F ~dr(x, y) # for all k E F, kdx implies kd y. 
The following lemma is proved by a simple calculation. 
Lemma 5.1. Assume X is a cpo. Then !Zr is a r(K)-continuity space. Moreover, for 
F a jinite subset of K and x E X, 
+(x) = fhEF,kGx T (W and $Xx) = flkEF,kdxX\ T(k). 
Theorem 5.2 (cf. Lawson [ 19, p. 1511). Assume X is an algebraic cpo. Then the in- 
duced topology on the continuity space %J- is the Scott topology on X, the dual 
topology on %J- is the lower topology on X, and the symmetric topology on Xr is 
the Lawson topology on X. 
Proof. This follows at once from Lemma 5.1, the fact that for a T(K)-continuity space 
the family of sets of the form BP(X), for F a finite subset of K, form a neighborhood 
basis for x, and the observation that for an algebraic cpo, the set {T k 1 k compact} is 
a basis for the Scott topology on X and the set {X\ 1 k 1 k compact} is a subbasis for 
the lower topology on X. q 
It follows from this theorem that Xr is a r(K)-domain iff the Lawson topology on 
X is compact, which is equivalent to the requirement that X be a “2/3-SFP” domain 
(see [23]). This is the case if X is bounded complete. In particular, for a Scott domain 
(i.e., an o-algebraic, bounded complete cpo) X, Xr is an T(K)-domain. 
For a general continuous cpo, where the Lawson topology may not be zero-dimen- 
sional, we give a “fuzzy” version of the above construction; that is, we replace the 
two point set (0, l} by the unit interval I = [0, 11. 
A character on a cpo X is a function k:X + [0, l] which preserves directed suprema 
and has a left-adjoint. This is a natural generalization of compact element, since k EX 
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is compact iff the characteristic function XT(~) :X + (0, 1 } preserves directed suprema 
and has a left-adjoint - provided, of course, that X has a bottom element, which we will 
assume for the remainder of this section. A character is easily seen to be continuous 
for both the Scott and lower topologies. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume (I,<) is a continuous cpo and u < v, then there is a character 
f on X such that f(t v) = 1 and f(X\ T u) = 0. 
Proof. Let 40, 41, . . . be an enumeration of the rationals in [0, l] with qo = 0 and 
q1 = 1. Let x0 = u and xi = v. Using the Interpolation Property, define a sequence 
3cO,Xl,X2,... in X by induction so that for all i, j E N, qi < qi + xi << xj. Define 
f: X + I byf (z) = sup{qi Ixi < z }. Then for r E (0, l), 
f-‘W,r)=U{X\TxiIq, <r> and f-‘(r,l]=U{fxiIr < qi}. 
It follows at once that f (T v) = 1 and f (X\ T u) = 0. 
Since {x;}i is a chain in X and X is a cpo, any subset of {xi}i has a sup. We 
can therefore define g : I + X by g(r) = sup{xj 1 qi < r}. For any Y E I and z E X, 
g(r) <z ti k’i(qi < r + xi <z) H r< f (z). Hence g is left-adjoint to f. Assume D 
is a directed subset of X. Since f is monotone, V f [D] d f (V 0). For the reverse 
inequality, assume r < f (v 0). Choose qi,qj so that r < qi < qj < f (v D). Then 
g(r) <xi < xj d g(f (v D)) d V D. Thus g(r) << V D and so there is a d E D such that 
g(r) <d. Thus r < f (d)< V f [D]. It follows that V f [D] = f (V 0). Cl 
If X is a continuous cpo which does not have a bottom element, then the function 
f given by Lemma 5.3 will not have a left-adjoint; however, by the construction of 
the sequence {xi}i, we have for YE(O, l), 
f-‘[W= uw\ T I x, q1 -c r} and f -‘(r, 11 = I_{frxi Ir < qi), 
where fi (x) = {y E A Ix < y}. Since the set h(x) is Scott-open and the set X\ tx is 
lower-open, f is continuous for both the Scott and the lower topologies. The discussion 
below can easily be reformulated in terms of such pairwise continuous functions instead 
of characters and so applied to arbitrary continuous cpo’s. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume (X, <) is a continuous cpo. If x Q y, then there is a character 
f on X such that f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0. 
Proof. Choose u < x such that u $ y. By Lemma 5.3, let f : X + I be a character 
such that f (TX) = 1 and f (X\ T u) = 0. Then f(x) = 1 and f(y) = 0. 0 
Assume X is a cpo and let C be the set of characters on X. Define d* : X x X + 
/1(C) by requiring for x, y EX and f : C -+ [0, 1) of finite support, 
f EdA(x,y) H V’k~5”.1 - f(k) > k(y) -k(x). 
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Lemma 5.5. Assume X is a cpo. Then %A = (X,d”) is a A(C)-continuity space. 
Moreover, for f : C + [0, 1) of finite support, and x E X, 
L+(x) = n k-‘[O,k(x) + 1 - f(k)) 
kc& 
and 
y(x) = f-j K’(k(x) + f(k) - 1, 11. 
ktS, 
Theorem 5.6. Assume X is a continuous cpo. Then the induced topology on 5~ is 
the lower topology on X, the dual topology on %A is the Scott topology on X, and 
the symmetric topology on X* is the Lawson topology on X. 
Again, the continuity space !& is a A(C)-domain iff the Lawson topology on X is 
compact. This condition is equivalent to the requirement that X be supersober (cf. [lo, 
p. 3 lo]). Thus if X is bounded complete, then 55~ is an /1(C)-domain. 
Metric spaces. This example is easily captured in the present framework by us- 
ing the value quantale of distances, 9. A symmetric S-domain is a complete totally 
bounded metric space. The induced topology on a symmetric Sdomain is, of course, 
the usual metric topology. By taking p + q = max p,q rather than the sum of p and 
q, ultrametric spaces can be captured as well. 
Probabilistic domains. A A-domain, where A is the value quantale of distance dis- 
tribution functions, is a complete totally bounded probabilistic quasimetric space [27]. 
Moreover, the induced topology on a symmetric A-domain X is the strong topology 
on X. 
6. Powerdomains 
Powerdomains provide domain-theoretic analogs of the power set. Their considera- 
tion is motivated by the need to model nondeterministic constructs. For us they are 
especially important, since they also provide a way to obtain function space construc- 
tions in <Dam. 
The standard results of the theory of the upper powerdomain can be adapted to the 
setting of <domains. 
The lower and convex powerdomains can also be adapted to this setting. These will 
be treated elsewhere. 
Assume X is a Ylcontinuity space. Define the upper Hausdorfldistance, dgti, on the 
power set of X as 
d?N(A,B) = ;if: $5 d(a,b), A,BCX 
Lemma 6.1. Assume A and B are subsets of X. 
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1. For E + 0, E + d&A, B) implies B C NJA] and B G NJA] implies E >dq(A, B). 
2. d&A, B) = 0 z&f B C *-cl(A). 
Proof. ( 1) is a simple calculation and (2) follows immediately from (1) and Lemma 
3.2. 0 
Clearly, for any A GX, de(A, A) = 0. For the Triangle Inequality, it will suffice to 
show that if p + d&A, B) and q + d&B, C), then p + q 3 d&A, C). But this follows 
easily from Lemma 6.1( 1) and the Triangle Inequality for X. 
Based on Lemma 6.1(2), we define the upper powerdomain of X, e(X), to be the 
collection of nonempty *-closed subsets of X with the upper Hausdorff distance. “k(X) 
is thus a To ‘Pkontinuity space. It follows by regularity that A <B iff B CA. To show 
that q(X) is a <domain when X is, we use nonsymmetric versions of the Vietoris 
topology. We first need some definitions. 
For UCX, let (Iv = {BCXIBCU} and U3 = {BCX/Bn U # 0). If r is a 
topology on X, then the upper Vietoris topology on the power set of X, denoted by 
ruu, is the topology with basis { Uv 1 U E z}, the lower Vietoris topology on the power 
set of X, denoted by r9, IS the topology with subbasis { U3 1 U E z.}, and the Vietoris 
topology on the power set of X, denoted by z’, is the join of the lower and upper 
Vietoris topologies. 
Lemma 6.2. Assume that X is a <domain. Then on Q(X), ~4 = z:, 72 = 75, and 
so z& =+!z$. 
Proof. Assume U E Zd and A E U’. Then A C U. Since A is compact and U is open, 
we can choose E + 0 so that Nd,,[A] C II. By Lemma 6.1(l), A E B&A) C U’. It 
follows that r: C ~4. Assume E F 0 and A E e(X). Then for U = Bd,,[A], U E 
Zd and again by Lemma 6.1(l), A E Uv C N&,,(A). It follows that r& 2 r:. Thus 
7; = Z&. 
Assume U E Td’ and A E U3. Then U n A # 0. Let a0 E U f’ A and choose 
E + 0 so that Nd.,E(ao)C U. Then Bd;,,(A) G U3. Hence U3 E r&. It follows that 
r$ C 72. Assume E + 0 and A E a(X). Since A is compact, we can choose al,. . . , a,, E 
A so that AGBd,E,(al) U ... U Bd,E/(a,), where E b- 2~‘. Let Ui = B:,,,(ai), i = 
1,2 ,..., n. Then AE UF n... n u,’ 2 Ng,_(A). It fOllOWS that rdu; c 75. ThUS ZdG = 
$2 0 
Theorem 6.3. If X is a cdomain, then q(X) is also a <domain. 
Proof. Assume that %(X) is covered by a family of subbasic open sets: %(X) = 
Ui,I”i” ” UjQ q3, where Ui E zd and 5 E rd8. Since X \ lJjEJv is *-closed and 
disjoint from all the I$, there is an io such that X \ UjEJ 5 c Ui,. Then { Ul,,} U { <}j 
is an open cover of X, which then has a finite subcover, say U,, v,, . . . , &. But then 
%!(x)=u;u+J...uI$ 0 
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Definition 6.4. A fldomain E is an upper <algebra if (E, <) is an inf-semilattice, 
the inf operation is symmetrically continuous, and the symmetric topology has a neigh- 
borhood base consisting of subsemilattices. 
As an immediate consequence of the definition, if E is an upper <algebra, then 
(E, Z&, d ) is a compact topological semilattice with small semilattices and so by 
Lawson’s Fundamental Theorem of Compact Semilattices ([ 10, Section, VI.3.14]), 
(E, <) is a continuous semilattice and r& is the Lawson topology on (E, <). We 
give an elementary direct proof of this result, since it provides some useful additional 
information about powerdomains. For this proof, we need the fact that the symmetric 
topology is regular. This follows from the fact that (x, rd, rd’ ) and its dual, (x, rd* , r.d) 
are regular (by Lemma 3.4(2) and its dual), and that the symmetric topology of any 
such bitopological space is regular: for if x f TS E ?, find T E z, T* E z*, such 
that x E T n T* & TS, and then by the regularity of both the above, U E z, UI* E r*, 
and closed C, *-closed C*, such that x E U C C* C T, x E U* C C & T*. But then 
x E U n U* C C n C* C T n T* C TS, U rl U* is ‘-open, and C n C* is ‘-closed, as 
required. 
Lemma 6.5. Assume E is an upper Y-algebra. 
1. If U is symmetrically open in E, then T U is open in E. 
2. The induced topology on E has a neighborhood base consisting of *-closed 
subsemilattices. 
Proof. Assume U is symmetrically open in E. For each x, the function R, : E -+ E 
defined by i,(y) = x A y is symmetrically continuous. Since T U = U,,ul.;‘(U), t U 
is symmetrically open and saturated, so open by the dual of Proposition 4.2. 
Assume x E U E q. By regularity, choose a symmetrically closed neighborhood 
C 2 Uof x, and by Definition 6.4, then choose N a subsemilattice of E and V sym- 
metrically open so that xE V&NCC. Then xET VC tivc TCLUJ VEzd, and 
t N is a subsemilattice and by Lemma 4.5, t C is *-closed, thus symmetrically closed. 
By the symmetric continuity of A, ’ - clfN is a subsemilattice, and certainly, ’ - elf 
N C 1 C & U. Hence the induced topology on E has a neighborhood base consisting of 
closed subsemilattices. 0 
By the dual of Lemma 4.6, any <domain has inf’s of filtered subsets. If E is 
an upper <algebra it also has inf’s of finite nonempty subsets and thus inf’s of all 
nonempty subsets; in particular, it has a least element. 
Lemma 6.6. rf E is an upper Y-algebra and x E E, then x = V{ y E E 1 x E int( t y)}. 
Proof. Assume x $ w. Choose U open so that XE U and w $! U. By Lemma 6.5(2), 
choose N a *-closed subsemilattice of E such that N is a neighborhood of x and 
N C: U. Since N is symmetrically closed, it is also a <domain and hence an upper 
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<algebra. Consequently, N has a least element, say y. Then N s Ty and so 
xEint(fy) and y Q w. 0 
Theorem 6.7. Assume E is an upper V-algebra. Then: 
(1) E is a continuous emilattice, rd = 0, zd* = w, and Qs = 1”. 
(2) If T is another upper V-algebra and f : E + T is a semilattice homomorphism, 
then f is continuous fs f preserves directed sup’s and f is *-continuous iff f pre- 
serves nonempty inf’s. Moreover, if f has a left-adjoint g : T + E, then f is 
*-continuous and f is continuous ifs g preserves <<. 
Proof. (1) We have already noted that E has inf’s of nonempty subsets, so it is a 
complete semilattice. If x E int(T y), then since r & (T, y < x. By Lemma 6.6, E is a 
continuous semilattice. 
Suppose x E V E 0. Since x = V{y E E 1 x E int(1 y)} and this set is directed, there 
is a y E V such that x E int(T y) C T y C V. Hence V is open, showing (T C r. It follows 
by Proposition 4.2(3) that a set C is closed in rd’ iff it is rd compact and saturated; 
but by Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 4.2 (3) again, this happens iff it is 0 compact and 
saturated, thus iff it is closed in o. Thus o = rd’. 
(2) Assume f : E + T is a semilattice homomorphism. If f is symmetrically con- 
tinuous it preserves filtered inf’s and directed sup’s Since f preserves nonempty finite 
inf’s, it preserves arbitrary nonempty inf’s. Conversely, if f preserves directed sup’s 
and nonempty inf’s, f is Scott and lower continuous [lo, Section 111.1.81. If g is left- 
adjoint to f, then f preserves arbitrary inf’s and by [lo, Section IV.1.41 f preserves 
directed sup’s iff g preserves <. 0 
For X a <domain, 9?(X) is an inf-semilattice, with A A B = A U B, for A,B E 
a(X). Moreover, for A,Al,B,Bl E a(X), d&A U B,AI U Bl)<d&A,AI) V d&B,Bl). 
Consequently, for each A and each E + 0, N,S(A) is a subsemilattice of s(X). Hence 
a(X) is an upper <algebra. We now show that a(X) is the free upper V-algebra 
on the V-domain X with the isometric embedding qx = x +x : X -+ Cl!(X). 
Let uV-Alg denote the category of upper <algebras and continuous semilattice 
homomorphisms. We can make f& a functor from CDom to u*Alg by defining for 
f :X -+ Y continuous and A E 43(X), 4Z( f )(A) =t f [A]. By Lemma 4.5, a(f) is 




HA G f -l(u) 
*AEf-‘(Lqv, 
4?L( f) is continuous. 
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Lemma 6.8. Assume X is a <domain and A, B E e(X). Then A < B @B C int(A). 
Proof. Assume A < B. By regularity, for each x $ B there is a *-open U and an open 
V so that x E U, B C V and U n V = 0. It follows that B = n{C 1 B 2 int(C) and C is 
*-closed} and this intersection is filtered. Consequently, there is a *-closed set C such 
that B C int(C) and CC A. Hence B & int(A). 
Conversely, assume B G U 2 A, where U is open. If {C,}, is a filtered family of 
*-closed sets such that r),C, C B, then n,CU n (X - U) = 0. Since X - U is symmet- 
rically compact, there is an CI such that C, n (X - U) = 0. Thus C, CA. 0 
Lemma 6.9. Assume E is an upper V-algebra. Then the map & : A H AA from 
‘2/(E) to E is a continuous and *-continuous semilattice homomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly the map vx = x +-+Tx : E + @(E) is left-adjoint to /“\. If x < y in E, 
then T y & int(Tx), and so t.x <t y in a(E). By Theorem 6.7(2), A is a continuous 
and *-continuous semilattice homomorphism. 0 
Lemma 6.10 (cf. Siinderhauf [33], p. 10). Assume X is a <domain and c( E e*(X). 
Then U CI E 4!(X) and so r\g(xJa = U c(. 
Proof. If x E *-cl(U a), for any E + 0, there is a A E c( so that N,*(x) n A # 8. Hence 
for every E + 0, there is a A E c( such that E >d&,(T @),A). So t x E *-cl(~) = x 
Hence x E U a and this set is *-closed. 0 
Lemma 6.11 (cf. Schalk [35, Proposition 4.51). Assume D and E are upper V”- 
algebras, and ,f : D -+ E is a continuous semilattice homomorphism. Then for A E 
*u(D), f&A) = A$WDO 
Proof. First note that A, uli( f)(A) = & t f[A] = & f[A]. Since f is monotone, 
.f(ADA)~AE.fM. For th e reverse inequality, we use the fact (Theorem 6.7) that E 
is a continuous semilattice and f is continuous for the Scott topologies. Assume e << 
&f[A]. Since A is Scott compact and A 2 f-‘(fi e), there are elements dl, . . . , d, such 
thatAcfid,U. ..U~d,Ctd,U...Utd,~f-‘(he).Thuse~f(dl)A...Af(d,)= 
,f(dl A ... A d,)df&A). S’ mce e was an arbitrary element way below /j\,f[A], 
.f(A,A) = AE f[Al. 0 
Theorem 6.12. Assume X is a <domain. Then e(X) is the free upper <algebra on 
X; that is, for any upper V-algebra E and any continuous map f :X --f E there is a 
unique continuous semilattice homomorphism f : a(X) -+ E such that / o qx() = f. 
Proof. Let f = AE o %(f) : a(X) + E. Then f is a continuous semilattice homo- 
morphism and clearly f o qx = f. For uniqueness suppose that f is a continuous 
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semilattice homomorphism and f o no = f. By Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11, for A E O&(X), 
f(A) = f(UU(4 IaEA]) 
=f(U{BE@(X)I3aEABC ]a}) 
= f(U~(vlx)(4) 
= .? (/&%)(A)) 
= $ a(j)a(rx )(A) 
= $ WfCO 
Thus j=/jEoQ(f)=jt 0 
It follows from Theorem 6.12, that the hmctor a(.) : V - Dom + UV - Alg is 
left-adjoint to the forgetful functor from UV - Alg to V - Dom. Thus a(.) can be 
regarded as a monad on V - Dom. The unit and multiplication for this monad are 
given by 
The algebras for this monad are the upper Calgebras and the morphisms between 
them are the Scott-continuous semilattice homomorphisms; cf. [23, Proposition 151. 
a(.) is actually a strong monad in the sense of Moggi [21]. We verify this by using 
the characterization of strong monads given in [22]. For <domains X, Y and 2, and 
a continuous function f :X x Y -+ a(Z) define the lifting of f as the function fJu : 
Xx%!(Y) -+ 4?(Z) with f”(x,B)=U{f(x,b)IbEB}. Thus f”‘(x,B) = U%f(x,--)(B) 
and so by Lemma 6.10, f %(x,B) E a(Z). To see that f @ is continuous, suppose 
(x,B) E (f “)-‘( WV)), where W is open in Z. Then for all b E B, f (x, b) E WV. Since 
f is continuous for each bEB there is an open set ub in X and an open set vb in Y 
such that (x, b) E ub x vb 2 f -‘( WV). Since B is compact finitely many of the vb’s, 
say vb,, . . . , vb,, Cover B. Then (X,B)E(n;=,&,,) X (u;=,vb,)c( f”)-‘(WV)>. 
Lemma 6.13. Assume X, X’, Y, Z and W are <domains. 
1. If f : X + X’ and g : X’ x Y -+ S!(Z) are continuous maps, then 
(g 0 (f x idy))” = gJ’ 0 (f x i&(y)). 
2. Zf f : X x Y + 42(Z) is continuous, then f e o (idx x qy) = f. 
3. (qy 0 7c2)“u = 712 :x x @(Y) + G(Y). 
4. If f : X x Y + e(Z) and g : X x Z + e(W) are continuous, then 
(g@ 0 (711, f ))“1” = goa 0 (7T1, f “‘I). 
Theorem 6.14. (%(.),q,(.)yl) is a strong monad on CDom. 
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7. Function spaces 
By adapting the construction of Siinderhauf [33] tc continuity spaces we can show 
that for any V-domains X and Y, the exponential object %( Y)x exists in V-Dom. 
This is done by giving a distance function on the set [X + %(Y)] of all continuous 
functions from X to s(Y) which makes this set into a <domain. The following result 
is the crucial step in this construction. 
Proposition 7.1 (cf. Siinderhauf [33, Proposition 171). Assume X and Y are I 1 
domains and f : X + %2(Y). Then f is continuous [f the relation 
is closed in X x Y*. 
Proof. Assume f is continuous and (x,y) @ R.f. Then y 9 f(x). By Lemma 4.3, 
choose U open in Y and V *-open in Y so that f(x) C U, y E V, and U n V = 0. 
Then f-‘(U’) x V is open in X x Y*, contains (x, y) and is disjoint from Rf. Thus 
Rf is closed in X x Y*. 
Assume Rf is closed in X x Y*. Assume U is open in Y and XE f-‘(Uv). Then 
f(x)CU.Foreacha~A=Y\U,a$f() d x an so, since Rf is closed, we can choose 
V, open in X and W, *-open in Y such that (x,a) E V, x W, and (I$ x W,) n Rf = 0. 
Then { Wa}aE~ is a s-open cover of A, which therefore has a finite subcover, say 
{I%>..., Wa,,}. Then V = V,, n... n V,, is open and XE V C ,f-‘(U’). Hence f-‘(U’) 
is open. It follows that f is continuous. 0 
Based on Proposition 7.1, we identify the function space [X + “2(Y)] with the subset 
of the upper powerdomain @(X* x Y) consisting of those R CX x Y such that R is a 
*-closed in X* x Y and for each x EX the set R[x] = {y E Y 1 (x, y) E R} is nonempty. To 
see that [X + 92(Y)] is a <domain, it will suffice to show that it is a symmetrically 
closed subset of O&(X* x Y). For this we use the following standard formula [ 10, 
Section 111.3.1 I] for limits in the Lawson topology on a continuous (semi)lattice. 
Lemma 7.2. Assume X is a <domain, {Ai}ic, is a net in O&(X), and A is the sym- 
metric limit of {Ai}iE/. Then 
Proof. Since {A,}iE~ converges to A in a(X)“, by Lemma 6.1, for every E + 0, there 
is an in I such that for all jai, Aj C N,[A] and A C NJAj]. Hence 
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For the reverse inclusion, suppose E + 0. Choose E’ + 0 so that E 3 2~’ and choose i 
so that j 3 i implies Aj C N,/ [A]. Then 
*-cl (XT) CN,, [I(J1_il] ~N~~,N~~,41CNe,4. 
Thus 
n * -cl 
( ) 
IJ Aj C n NJA] = *-cl(A) = A. 0 
iEI jai G-0 
Theorem 7.3. Assume X and Y are V-domains. Then [X + 4?(Y)] is a symmetrically 
closed subset of @(X* x Y) and so [X + a(Y)] is a V-domain. 
Proof. Assume {Ri}iEl is a net in [X + a(Y)] with symmetric limit R in %(X* x Y). 
By Lemma 7.2, 
R = n *-~lx*~r 
iEI 
So for each XEX, 
Rbl = f-l iE, (*-4Y*xy (p) bl) ‘2 *-cly (p,xl) > 
which is a filtered intersection of nonempty *-closed subsets in a 
and so nonempty. Hence R E [X + a(Y)] and so [X 4 e(Y)] 
closed. 0 
We now show that [X -+ a(Y)] is the exponential object %(Y >” 
Let 




be defined by ev(f,x) = f(x). To see that ev is continuous, let aEX,f E [X -+ 4?(Y)] 
and E k- 0. Choose E’ + 0 so that E 228’ and by the continuity of f, choose 6 t 0 
such that E’ 26 and 26 ad(a,a) implies E’ + d%cy)( f(a),f(C)) and so for all b~f(G) 
there is a b E f(a) such that E’ >d(b, 5). Assume 6 + d[x+~(y)lxx(( f, a), (g, 5)). Then 
6 > d(a, a) and for all (X, v) E R, there is a pair (x, y) E Rf such that 6 > d(.f,x)Vd(y, V). 
Assume 6 E g(a). Choose (x, y) E Rf so that 6>,d(G,x) V d(y,b). Then 263d(a,x), 
so there is a b E f(a) with E’ >d(b, y). Thus E 2 2E’ 2 E’ + 6 >d(b, 6). It follows that 
~3d%(r)(_f(a),g(~)). 
For any continuous f : 2 x X + Q(Y), the map / : Z + [X + a(Y)] defined 
by f(z)(x) = f(z,x) is clearly the unique map from Z to [X --) e(Y)] such that 
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ev o f x Ix = f. Moreover, for x EX, y E Y, and z E Z: 
A 
(Z,(X,Y))ER” @ (&Y)Ef(Z) J 
Thus Rf is *-closed in Z* x X* x Y and so f is continuous. 
It follows that the exponential &( Y)x exists in V+-Dom. We can summarize this 
discussion and Theorem 6.14 by using Moggi’s notion of &-model [21, Definition 3.91 
Theorem 7.4. -YlDom together with the strong monad (%(.),q,(.)“ti) is a &-model. 
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